craigjongsma@hotmail.com
From: “Lisa Fisher” <ih8sno18@hotmail.com>
To:
<in2gr8things@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2002 7:53 PM
Subject: Email Access Being Shut Down!!!
Hey,
I just read KG’s email and she sent TS an email that she noticed someone logged into her email last
night. So my guess is they will lock down notesmail by Monday so I am going to write the ---- email this
weekend and send it through dial up via TS’s email account. Once that gets sent out and NN gets wind of
the person who sent it, all hell should break loose and access to mail will be cut. I think it’s time to get
this done before the door closes. What I will do is write the email from TS’s notes account and then send
it to ----. To make it fair, I’ll also send the same email to the sun times. Then I’ll delete the email from
TS’s sent mail before the backups run so it will never show up in the logs. I think to make it extra fun, I’ll
put KG’s files from her personal network drive into TS’s network drive. That way, if they look at TS’s
computer he will have all her HR stuff there. Finally, to make it really interesting, I might want to copy all
the NN salary information to every NN network drive. Do you think that’s too much? The only conclusion
they will make is that it was done by someone in house (T) as this info is not accessible by someone
outside. I wish I had a nice way to get KG but I’m not sure. Let me know if you think of anything. This will
really open a can of worms and stir the hornets nest up but they will have no clue as to who did the
deed… I will then shred the get rid of all material related to this including this email account and wait to
see what happens. What do you think? If you have any ideas let me know. I can pretty much do anything
on the network. Perhaps I can print something on a couple of network printers… On Monday morning,
there will be lost of interesting things for T to explain to management. Bu Bye T.:)

